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Australian Hotels Association - Application 
for collective bargaining authorisation 

Submission by Foster's 

2 December 2010 

This submission provides Foster's Group Limited's (Foster's) response to the 
AHA application and submission to the Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC) for collective bargaining authorisation dated 25 October 
2010 (Application) . 

The AHA, on behalf of AHA divisions in each state and territory (Divisions), 
applies for authorisation for the Divisions to collectively negotiate with a broad 
range of suppliers including suppliers of liquor and ancillary services such as 
Foster's. 

Executive summary 
Foster's considers that the Application lacks the required certainty and 
particularity for its impact on liquor markets to be assessed. In the context of 
this uncertainty, the Application does not establish that the proposed collective 
bargaining conduct would result in a net public benefit. 

The key deficiency of the Application is that it assesses the proposed collective 
bargaining conduct based on assumptions that do not reflect Foster's 
experience of liquor markets. Foster's considers it important that the ACCC's 
assessment of the Application should take account of the existing structure and 
operation of liquor markets, including: 

• 	 the clear distinction between the wholesale supply of packaged liquor 
and liquor for on-premises consumption; 

• 	 the high level of competition in the wholesale supply of liquor; 

• 	 the options available to AHA members in ensuring their supply costs are 
competitive, such as the ability to obtaining supply through banner or 
priCing groups and direct negotiation with wholesale suppliers; 

• 	 the high level of negotiation tha,t takes place between wholesale liquor 
suppliers and AHA members and the significant level of input AHA 
members have in relation to the key terms of supply; 

• 	 the level of competition between AHA members; and 

• 	 the operations of the AHA and the potential for information regarding 
collective negotiations to be disclosed between the Divisions. 
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In Foster's submission, once these factors are considered, it is unclear how the 
limited competitive detriment and significant public benefits claimed by the AHA 
can be established. In particular, in terms of public benefits, it appears unlikely 
that the Divisions would be able to: 

• 	 obtain lower wholesale prices than existing liquor buying and banner 
groups such that, to the extent savings were passed on to consumers, 
retail competition would be enhanced; 

• 	 increase the already significant level of input that AHA members have 
into the key terms of wholesale liquor supply; and 

• 	 generate greater transaction cost savings than existing liquor buying and 
banner groups. 

Preliminary comments 
Foster's does not have concerns in relation to collective bargaining generally and 
recognises that, in many instances, it can bring benefits to both customers and 
suppliers. However, Foster's considers that the Application requires clarification 
before Authorisation could be granted. At present, the Application does not 
describe the conduct sought to be authorised with sufficient certainty and 
particularity to allow it to be properly evaluated. Most importantly, Foster's 
considers that, in its current form, the Application does not establish a net public 
benefit arising from the proposed collective bargaining conduct. 

This submission addresses the impact of the proposed collective bargaining 
conduct in liquor markets only. Whilst the Application is very broad in scope and 
covers a wide range of industries, the information provided in the Application is 
general. 	 In a number of instances, the submission includes information that does 
not match with Foster's experience in liquor markets. 

Most notably, the Application does not draw any distinction between the supply of 
packaged liquor and the supply of liquor for on-premises consumption such as 
draught beer (on-premises liquor). AHA members compete in relation to both. 
However, as set out below, there are very significant differences between the two 
that impact on the ACCC's assessment of the Application . 

In addition, the Application appears to be unclear and incomplete in a number of 
respects, which creates Significant uncertainty in assessing the implications of 
ACCC authorisation. For instance, the Application does not: 

(a) 	 provide evidence of the size of the bargaining groups. While the 
submission states that 50% of eligible members are AHA members,1 this 
does not quantify the scale of collective negotiation in a market context; 

(b) 	 identify with any specificity, the collective negotiation activities proposed 
to be conducted by AHA. The Application's references to collective 

, This appears to be inconsistent with claims on the AHA's website that approximately 75% of hotels are members of 
!heAHA. 
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negotiations in of "product development", "joint advertising and 
marketing" and "distribution" are too vague to draw meaningful comment; 

(c) 	 identify the of the proposed collective bargaining conduct in a 
coherent and consistent fashion. For instance, in the liquor industry, the 
Application includes relatively small suppliers such as Taylors, but does 
not include suppliers such as Australian Vintage, Constellation or 
McWilliams. The Application also applies to the not-for-profit industry 
organisation DrinkWise, but does not identify why collective negotiation 
with DrinkWise is necessary or how it could otherwise be unlawful. In 
addition, Foster's notes that both Woolworths and Coles are AHA 
members and would be entitled to in the 
proposed collective bargaining, notwithstanding that the Application 
identifies enhanced competition with the major supermarkets as a benefit 
arising from proposed conduct. If have been identified arbitrarily, 
authorisation of the Application would be highly discriminatory. To the 
extent that there is a rationale behind the identification of t<>r"'o'~'" 
Foster's considers that this should be made transparent; 

(d) 	 identify the of the proposed collective bargaining conduct 
exhaustively. The Application states that there are "about 142" ,,>r..... "'.,'" 

and "may be more, or over time"; or 

(e) 	 identify the way in which the collective negotiation activities proposed to 
be conducted by the AHA would relate to its central policy development, 
advocacy and liaison functions, in circumstances where these roles have 
the to conflict. 

Finally. Foster's notes it does not have a record of being contacted by the ACCC 
in relation to the Application. It seems likely that there may be other stakeholders 
that are not aware of the Application and will not have an opportunity to comment 
on its implications. 

The counterfactual 
The Application claims that the relevant counterfactual is individual negotiation in 
the context of either monopoly or oligopoly. Although the basis upon which this 
claim is made is not clear, Foster's considers that the claimed counterfactual is 
fundamentally inaccurate in relation to liquor markets. 

AHA members currently have a range of alternatives to individual negotiation. 
There are numerous pricing, banner and trade groups currently 
operating in the liquor industry (see section 4.2 below). 

Moreover. individual hotel operators (including those that participate in buying or 
banner also typically directly with Foster's often using pricing 
information gained through banner or pricing groups or retailer as a 
starting point for price negotiation. The Application's portrayal of hoteliers as 

price takers simply does not match with Foster's in 
negotiating with AHA members. 
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Individual hotel can negotiate hard in because wholesale liquor 
markets are highly competitive and hotels have numerous other supply 
through pricing groups, banner groups or suppliers in all markets. Even in respect 
of more concentrated areas such as draught individual hotel can 
and do credibly threaten to reduce their purchases from, or cease dealing with, 
Foster's. In this Foster's considers that the Application is significantly 
different from the AHA's earlier authorisation (A90837) in relation to wagering and 
broadcasting services, where the collective bargaining conduct occurred in 
markets characterised by monopolies. 

4 Anti-competitive detriment 
The ACCC has the distortionary effect of collective bargaining on 
allocative efficiency in previous authorisation determinations (A90837 and A91237 
in 

Because of the apparent scale of the collective bargaining groups proposed by the 
AHA and the eXisting level of competition in the affected markets, Foster's regards 
these concerns as particularly relevant to the Application. For the reasons 
discussed in section 2 above, it is difficult to accurately assess the likely extent of 
these lost efficiencies. However, it is clear that authorisation for the Divisions to 
bargain on behalf of all of their members (every hotel, pub, club and tavern is a 
potential member) could effectively facilitate the aggregation of the majority of the 
sector's buying power in each state and territory. It would also have the 
unnecessary and apparently unintended consequence of enabling the AHA to 
bargain on behalf of large corporate pub groups and international hotel chains. 

The qualitative factors that are relevant to this issue are addressed under the 
following 

4.1 Competition between AHA members 

The Application claims that the current levels of competition between AHA 
members are low. However, Foster's considers that there is vigorous competition 
between hotel operators to attract customers in local geographic areas. 

Competition in relation to packaged liquor is relatively straight forward and 
observable. Hotel operators with each other and a range of other 
retailers, prinCipally in relation to price. 

In relation to on-premises liquor, hotel operators on both price and non-
price factors. Because the "look and feel" and service offering of a licensed venue 
is critical to attracting customers, non-price factors are often more significant 
drivers of 

Hotel operators look to their liquor suppliers, as well as a range of other suppliers, 
to provide them with value-added services to enhance their venue. In addition to 
delivery services and promotional support, Foster's may also provide signage and 
merchandise (such as bar mats, umbrellas etc.) to be used at the venue. 
Because of the different characteristics of licensed venues, the value-added 
services required vary greatly and are typically individually negotiated. 
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In this context, the collective bargaining conduct is likely to have some impact on 
competition between AHA members, both in the retail market and in their 
negotiations with suppliers. 

High levels of existing negotiations 

As described in section 3 above, the Application significantly understates the 
extent to which effective occurs in liquor markets. 

The supply of liquor to hotels in Australia is currently characterised by a 
combination of standard terms and individual negotiations. Foster's has standard 
terms and conditions that include its basic terms of supply terms. These standard 
terms and conditions apply for both packaged liquor and on-premises liquor and 

to the vast majority of Foster's customers. Fosters understands its 
standard terms and conditions for packaged liquor to be unremarkable in that they 
are comparable to other suppliers in the liquor industry and other suppliers 
generally. Hotel operators have rarely sought to negotiate amendments to 
Fosters standard terms and conditions. 

The substance of the commercial between Fosters and 
hotels is contained in a trading terms document, which is supplementary to the 
standard terms and conditions. The trading terms are heavily negotiated and 
highly to each customer. In relation to liquor, trading terms 

mostly relate to wholesale In relation to liquor, 
trading terms relate to price and service factors, such as venue-specific delivery, 
promotional support and merchandising issues section 4.1 above). 

Individual negotiations are supplemented by negotiations with pricing and banner 
groups. There are several major groups operating across Australia, as well as 
numerous state-based groups. 

(REDACTED] 

For the purposes of this submission, a "trade management group" is defined as a 
group of venues or premises operating under a single ownership. A "banner 
group" refers to a marketing, promotional and pricing group that provides 
members with national marketing campaigns, a brand Duncan's), as well as 
collectively negotiated price and promotion discounts. A "pricing group" refers to a 
bargaining group that offers negotiated price discounts, without the consistent 
national marketing and livery. 

Although pricing and banner groups operate across different geographic areas 
and may have different membership requirements, membership of the major 
buying groups is generally open and involves a nominal fee without any minimum 

Fosters deals directly with a range of customers, from individual hotel operators 
to liquor pricing and banner groups and major liquor retailers. Trading terms to 
customers, including broadly reflect the volume purchased as well as a 
range of other commercial factors. 

4.3 Effective compulsion to deal with bargaining groups 

The Application states that "collective will be voluntary and 
can opt to deal direct with AHA members". Although the Application does not 
expressly provide for collective boycott in practice no supplier could 
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decline to negotiate with the AHA Division and with individual 
negotiations. Because of the scale of the bargaining groups, it would be 
commercially to participate in the collective 

4.4 	 Transfer of confidential information between bargaining groups 

The Application concerns authorisation for collective negotiation by the Divisions 
only and proposes a condition of authorisation that a negotiating committee must 
not comprise members from one or more Division. Foster's does not consider that 
the condition would be effective in the transfer of information 
regarding negotiations with suppliers between the Divisions. 

from the Divisions meet regularly at AHA board and 
frequently communicate and coordinate on national lobbying issues. Clearly, the 
ultimate terms negotiated by the Divisions will not remain confidential, as they will 
be disseminated to all AHA members within that Division. The Divisions also 
share pricing and other information for legitimate purposes, such as the collation 
of data for the purposes of lobbying on taxation issues. 

Importantly, Division representatives would have incentives to obtain information 
regarding negotiations being conducted with suppliers by other Divisions. This 
contrasts with the AHA's previous collective bargaining authorisations regarding 
wagering services (A90837), where incentives for information sharing were lower 
because each Division was negotiating primarily with a state-based wagering 
licensee. 

In the absence of any confidentiality regime or other separation arrangements, it is 
unlikely, and can have no assurance, that the proposed collective 
bargaining would be limited in the manner by the AHA. 

5 	 Claimed public benefits 
5.1 	 Likelihood of lower wholesale prices, pass-through and enhanced 

retail competition 

The AHA claims the proposed collective bargaining conduct would result in 
"economies of scale and economies of power" that would deliver 
lower prices to AHA members, which would be passed on to consumers by AHA 
members. Although collective by the Divisions would clearly result in 
an aggregation of buying power, it would not any cost efficiencies (scale 
economies) and no evidence has been provided to suggest that pass-through is 
likely. 

The Application does not provide any evidence that liquor prices are currently 
above competitive levels. As discussed in section 4.2 above, wholesale liquor 
markets are highly competitive and hotel operators may negotiate with suppliers 
directly and/or through existing buying or banner groups. In relation to both 
packaged liquor and on-premises liquor supply, Foster's faces strong competitive 
constraints from other suppliers. 

In relation to packaged liquor, the Application refers to the "domination" of the 
major supermarkets. However, it is important to that pricing to major 
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While retail 

supermarkets reflects not only the volumes of liquor but efficiencies in 
supplying into centralised logistics operations. The major supermarkets operate 
highly efficient centralised distribution centres and provide distribution services to 
retail outlets themselves. Compared to the delivery of relatively small volumes on 
a regular basis to individual hotels, these operations offer substantial 
cost to such as Foster's which are reflected in pricing to major 
supermarkets. Collective bargaining by the AHA would generate no logistics 
efficiencies that would allow equivalent cost savings to be through to hotel 
operators. 

in packaged liquor is heavily price driven, competition in 
liquor broader factors, consistent with the range of 

services offered to a consumer at a venue. For most hotel operators, Foster's 
a sales to visit the customer and individual 

trading terms in relation to service delivery. Individual negotiation is important to 
both suppliers and hotel as each hotel has different 
requirements and trading terms must be customised accordingly. Because of the 
importance of these it is likely that individual negotiations would continue 
even with collective bargaining by the AHA - this makes it difficult to identify a 
collective negotiation role for the AHA. Also, to the extent that lower 
negotiated by the AHA may imply a reduction in non-price services to licensed 
venues, Foster's that this would be resisted by hotels. 

T a the extent that savings could be generated by the proposed col/ective 
bargaining conduct, no information is provided to establish that these savings 
would be passed on to consumers. Based on Foster's pass-through 
is: 

.. 	 a possibility in relation to retail packaged liquor, particularly during 
promotional activity, where hotel operators face direct competition from a 
range of retailers (including supermarkets); and 

.. 	 unlikely in relation to on-premises liquor, where cost savings are 
regularly retained by hotel operators or invested in other aspects of the 
venue. 

5.2 	 limited input into contracts 

The AHA claims that, in the event that the proposed collective bargaining is 
authorised, AHA members will have increased input into contract negotiations. 

As described in section 4.2 above, hotel operators have rarely sought to negotiate 
amendments to Foster's standard terms and conditions for the supply of I.JClIJ"CILI<:l'U 

liquor but negotiate commercial price and service terms heavily. The incentives 
for suppliers to assist to drive sales at the retail level has meant the cliched 'large 
supplier, small customer' dynamic referred to in the Application has not emerged. 
In addition, the nature of terms means there is unlikely to 
be limited scope for collective in relation to commercial terms. 

In any Foster's standard terms and conditions are comparable to those of 
other FMCG suppliers. This is consistent with the high level of competition in 
relation to the supply of liquor and the fact that Foster's standard terms apply to 
the vast majority of its customers. In the event that Foster's sought to introduce 
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particularly onerous terms, hotel operators and other customers could credibly 
threaten to switch suppliers. 

In these circumstances, it is difficult to identify a basis upon which the AHA could 
have significant input into contract negotiations with liquor suppliers other than 
negotiations in relation to price. 

The Application also claims a benefit arising from "better information and 
negotiation skills inherent in a buying group of small businesses". Putting aside 
that the AHA negotiating groups will include a large number of substantial 
organisations, in Foster's experience hotel operators are generally sophisticated 
and enthusiastic negotiators. The Application does not identify any particular 
advantage the Divisions may have over individual members in relation negotiation 
skills. Also , as was identified by the ACCC in relation to the AHA's earlier 
authorisation (A90837, para 9.9), industry associations are lawfully able to assist 
their members by providing information, support and assisting them to gain 
access to legal or financial services. 

5.3 Limited transaction cost savings 

The AHA claims that, if the proposed collective bargaining is authorised, 
significant cost savings will be available to AHA members through a reduction in 
transaction costs. 

As set out above, mechanisms are already present in liquor markets to minimise 
transaction costs . 

Hotel operators are able to employ pricing groups and banner groups to acquire a 
full range of packaged liquor products, thereby avoiding direct negotiation with 
each supplier. In these circumstances, it is difficult to identify the transaction cost 
savings that would be generated by the AHA also providing these services. 

For on-premises liquor, as discussed above, individual negotiation of commercial 
terms would be likely to continue if the AHA commenced collective bargaining 
because of the value of the individualised price and service package currently 
provided by liquor suppliers. As a result, rather than reducing transaction costs, 
collective negotiation by the AHA may simply add another layer of negotiation . 

In these circumstances, the transaction costs savings claimed by the AHA appear 
to be theoretical, based on general assumptions regarding the benefits from 
collective bargaining. 

Foster's thanks the ACCC for the opportunity to comment on the Application and 
looks forward to being consulted in relation to the ACCC's Draft Determination 
and any amendments to the Application . 
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